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About this training kit 

We want to clearly instruct participants in all aspects of the Marsh Monitoring Program.  Please 

read this instruction booklet thoroughly and adhere to the protocols carefully.  If you have any 

questions, comments, or recommendations, please give us a call at 1-306-249-2894 or email 

prairieprograms@birdscanada.org.    

The instruction booklet is divided into three sections: a general overview of the Marsh 

Monitoring Program, bird surveys, and habitat descriptions.  The training kit also includes two 

audio CDs, as well as bird survey and habitat description data forms.  The training CD has 

recordings of songs and calls of the birds most likely to be encountered during the surveys.  Use the 

training CD to familiarize yourself, or to refresh your memory, with vocalizations before 

conducting your first survey.  The broadcast CD is to be used in the field to broadcast marsh bird 

calls.  In order to limit possible disturbance by broadcasting bird calls, we ask that the 

broadcast CD is used only during surveys and that it is not used during other birding 

activities.  Thank you!    
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THE MARSH MONITORING PROGRAM 

 

Wetlands are among the most productive ecosystems in Canada and play valuable roles on the landscape.  

Wetlands, and marshes in particular, filter water of sediment and contaminants, cycle water-borne 

nutrients, recharge groundwater flows, mitigate flooding and erosion, and provide essential habitat for a 

diverse array of wildlife.  Historically, wetlands were regarded as mere wastelands.  Consequently, 

countless wetlands have been lost, fragmented, or otherwise degraded due to human influences.  Despite 

an increasing awareness of the value of these ecosystems, wetlands continue to be lost and damaged 

throughout Canada.  This destruction has given rise to concerns about the viability of populations of many 

bird species that depend on wetlands for one or more portions of their life cycle.   

 

Damage to wetland ecosystems has been particularly extensive in the densely populated areas of south-

eastern Canada where many of these habitats have been drained or filled during urban and agricultural 

expansion, or they have been degraded through inputs of nutrients and toxic contaminants.  In order to 

track population trends of marsh-dependent birds throughout the Great Lakes basin, Bird Studies Canada 

partnered with Environment Canada and the Great Lakes Protection Fund to establish the Great Lakes 

Marsh Monitoring Program (MMP) in 1995.  Later, this partnership expanded to include the United States 

Environmental Protection Agency allowing the implementation of the MMP in the U.S. Great Lakes 

states.  The Great Lakes MMP seeks to track population trends of marsh-dependent birds, inform wetland 

management and conservation planning, and provide assessments of wetland ecological integrity through 

monitoring information on marsh birds and wetland habitat.  In 2004, the MMP expanded into the 

province of Quebec to track marsh bird populations and wetland health, primarily in the densely 

populated St. Lawrence River watershed.  MMP data are collected annually by hundreds of ‘Citizen 

Scientists’ who volunteer their time and skills to record observations of birds in local marsh habitats. 

 

Marsh Monitoring on the Prairies 

North America’s prairie and parkland region (also referred to as the Northern Great Plains or Prairie 

Pothole Region) provide key breeding and migration habitat for over 200 bird species.  Because of fertile 

soils and suitable climate, these regions have experienced extensive cultivation since the time of 

European settlement.  One of the results of this historic landscape-level change has been widespread loss 

and degradation of wetlands habitats; in some areas wetland loss ranges 50-90%.  Despite substantial 

changes to habitats, the prairie and parkland remain among North America’s most important regions for 
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many bird populations.  The region is unparalleled in its importance to grassland birds, including many 

whose populations are in steep decline.  But perhaps most notably, the prairie and parkland region is 

renowned for its significance to sustaining waterfowl populations.  Millions of ducks and geese pass 

through this region each year.  The wetlands that make this region so important to waterfowl also provide 

habitat for a diverse group of wetland-associated birds that are generally classified as ‘waterbirds’; an 

assemblage that includes grebes, herons, rails, terns, and others.  Despite an intuitive recognition of the 

importance of prairie and parkland area to populations of waterbirds, annual or periodic surveys have not 

been thorough, nor have they occurred consistently.  As a result, information regarding population 

distribution, species-habitat relationships, species abundance, and population trends is limited or 

completely lacking.  This knowledge gap limits management agencies in their ability to assess the state of 

waterbirds and to further develop conservation planning.    

 

To address these information deficiencies, BSC met with members of Canada’s Prairie Habitat Joint 

Venture in 2007 to discuss a collaborative effort to launch a marsh monitoring effort in the Prairie 

Provinces.  In January 2008, the Prairie and Parkland Marsh Monitoring Program (PPMMP) was initiated.  

Currently, PPMMP activities are geared toward determining the links between waterbird species 

occurrence and habitat characteristics at various spatial scales.  This information will serve efforts to 

conserve and manage habitats for wetland-associated birds, and represents initial and vital steps toward 

the development and implementation of a long-term waterbird monitoring program in the region.   

 

 

 

The Prairie Habitat Joint Venture 

The Prairie Habitat Joint Venture (PHJV) was established in the late 1980s to deliver the North 

American Waterfowl Management Plan on the Canadian prairies.  The PHJV has since expanded 

their efforts to guide conservation partnerships that support sustainable populations of all birds and 

provide ecological and economic benefits for society.  These partnerships strive for responsible 

management of prairie, parkland, and boreal landscapes taking into account both environmental and 

socioeconomic factors.   

Bird Studies Canada’s Prairie & Parkland Marsh Monitoring Program is only one of the over 340 

partners working with the PHJV.  Financial contributions, expertise, and in-kind support of these 

partners are essential to the success of the PHJV.  In addition to these partners, approximately 

17,000 landowners are involved in PHJV programs – a fact that demonstrates the broad support of 

the PHJV by the rural agricultural community. 

For more information about the PHJV and their partners, visit: http://www.phjv.ca/ 
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How Does the Program Help to Conserve Marshes and their Inhabitants? 

To help guide the management of wetland habitats in the Prairie Provinces, the PPMMP is designed to 

address a variety of questions: 

 What is the distribution and relative abundance of the various bird species that inhabit or use 

marshes? 

 How do habitat features influence diversity, distribution, occurrence, and abundance of wetland-

associated birds? 

 What are the habitat requirements for various species of wetland-associated birds? 

 How are current wetland management activities affecting marsh bird species? 

 

Who Can Participate? 

The Marsh Monitoring Program offers everyone, from amateur naturalists to professional biologists, a 

unique and rewarding opportunity to contribute to the knowledge and conservation of one of North 

America’s most threatened ecosystems.  However, participants need to have the skills necessary to 

conduct the surveys: it is important that species are correctly identified.  Regardless of experience, 

participants will need to become familiar with the survey protocol that is described in this booklet.   

 

While it is not necessary to be an ace-birder to conduct the marsh bird survey, the survey is not suitable 

for novices.  As a general guideline, participants should be able to correctly identify at least 50 species of 

common birds, by sight and sound, especially those living in and around marshes.  The training CD will 

serve as a useful refresher.   

 

If you are unsure of your ability to survey a route, even after looking through this training kit and 

listening to the accompanying training CD, please contact us.  We may be able to put you in touch with an 

experienced surveyor who needs field assistance.  After you’ve assisted a surveyor for a field season, you 

may feel ready to survey your own route next year. 

 

What Are the Participant’s Obligations? 

The program brings together a wide array of organizations and individuals who share a commitment to 

wetland and bird conservation.  People who are knowledgeable about natural history are increasingly 

volunteering their time for a wide variety of environmental causes.  Many of you may already participate 

in one or more biological surveys.  Still, we hope you can share a little more of your expertise and 

enthusiasm by participating in the Prairie & Parkland Marsh Monitoring Program. 
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The MMP is meant to be an enjoyable and interesting experience, but there is a time commitment 

involved.  Each survey route consists of a series of as few as three or as many as eight stations.  Each 

station must be visited three times during the breeding season in the early morning or evening.  On 

average, the total time required to complete a MMP survey season will be about 12 hours.  The first 

survey season may have a slightly greater time commitment as you become familiar with your route, the 

survey protocol, and forms. 

 

What is a Marsh Monitoring Program Survey Station? 

In order to compare bird counts at different locations and at different times, it is necessary that the 

methods be standardized as much as possible to control for various factors that may bias the count.  A 

common standardized method for counting birds is known as a 

‘point count’.  During a point count, an observer stands at a 

central point and records everything they hear and see within a 

fixed distance and within a set time frame.  By recording 

observations within these constraints, the point count method 

minimizes some bias so that counts best reflect actual differences 

in the number of birds present. 

 

MMP surveys are based on this point count methodology.  Each survey is conducted from the central 

point, here referred to as the ‘survey station’.  During the 15-minute survey, all observations of birds 

within a distance of 100m are recorded.   

 

 

          

Estimating Distance 

During an MMP survey, you are asked to record bird observations within certain distances of the 

survey station.  For most species, that distance is 100m; but for some species we ask that you 

estimate observations to be ‘within 50m’, ‘between 50-100m’, or ‘greater than 100m’.  While this 

seems a trivial task, accurately estimating distances takes practice.  We strongly suggest taking 

some time to practice estimating distances before you start the survey season.  Place a few ‘bird-

sized’ objects around your yard or in a park and estimate their distances from a fixed location.  

Compare your estimates with the actual distances using a measuring tape or GPS. 
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MARSH BIRD SURVEYS 

 

When Should I Conduct Surveys? 

 Marsh bird routes are surveyed three times each year between 22 May and 30 June.  Successive 

surveys of the same station (or route) must be conducted at least 4 days apart. 

 

 Surveys may be conducted in the morning or evening.  Morning surveys can begin as early as 30 

minutes before sunrise and end no later than 10:00 a.m.  Evening surveys can begin no earlier 

than 6:00 p.m. and must be completed by 30 minutes after sunset.  Sunrise and sunset times vary 

with time-of-year and with latitude, so check with the local weather station for this information.  

 

 A survey route can consist of as few as three or up to eight survey stations.  Each station is 

surveyed for 15 minutes.  The time to complete one survey route will depend on the number of 

stations and the distance between them.  It is a good idea to figure out how long it will take to 

travel between stations before conducting the first day of surveys.     

 

 Surveys should be undertaken in weather that is favourable for surveying birds: good visibility, 

reasonable temperatures (at least 0 ˚C), no precipitation (see page 8, Appendix 2), and minimal 

wind (see page 8, Appendix 3).  If weather does not meet these criteria, conduct surveys on 

another day.   

 

 All but the lightest drizzle suppresses bird activity and interferes with our ability to hear, not to 

mention soaking you and your forms.   

 

 Strong wind not only reduces bird-calling activity, it also limits our ability to hear and distinguish 

bird calls.  If the wind is strong enough to raise dust or loose paper and move small tree branches, 

wait for calmer weather.  We want participants to find these surveys interesting and pleasant, not 

a burden.  Pick a nice morning or evening to conduct the survey!   
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Conducting the Survey 

Getting Started 

Field Checklist 

It’s best to be prepared!  Below is a list of items required for each field visit, and an additional selection 

of items that participants may find useful.  Feel free to supplement this list with other items that might be 

needed. 

 

Required Items: 

 MMP Bird Survey Form 

 Pens or Pencil (bring a back-up) 

 Clipboard (or something hard to write on) 

 Broadcast Unit (e.g. portable CD or MP3 player 

and speakers) 

 Marsh Bird Broadcast CD or audio file 

 Binoculars 

 Thermometer  

 Watch 

 Spare Batteries 

Recommended Items: 

 Global Positioning System (GPS) 

 Cell Phone  

 Compass or Map 

 Bird Identification Field Guide 

 Flashlight 

 Water and Snacks 

 

 

 

 

Marsh Bird Broadcast CD 

Although several species of marsh birds are elusive, they can often be coaxed into responding to a 

broadcast of their call.  Included in the training kit is a 15-minute Broadcast CD that contains a 5-minute 

sequence of broadcast-recordings of the calls of the following species: Sora, Virginia Rail, American 

Bittern, Pied-billed Grebe, and Nelson’s Sharp-tailed Sparrow.  Each species call-broadcast is 30 seconds, 

followed by 30 seconds of silence.     

 

The CD player and speakers must be loud enough to be heard well at a distance of 100 meters.  

Participants may wish to download the broadcast audio file to a personal MP3 player, such as an iPod.  

Recruit a friend to help establish that calls can be heard at the appropriate distance.  If calls can’t be heard 

clearly from 100 meters, equipment may need to be upgraded.  Contact us for recommendations for 

speakers and other audio equipment. 

 

General Remarks 

Access to most marshes requires participants approach the survey station by foot from varying distances.  

The approach should be planned to take advantage of topography that will permit the best opportunity to 
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stop at a reasonable distance from the station (usually 25-75m) and conduct an ‘approach scan’ to 

catalogue obvious birds that are likely to flush or go into hiding as one nears the station.  The approach 

scan should be a brief count of birds that commonly use open water habitats (e.g. ducks, coots, and 

grebes), and should be incorporated into the first 5-minute survey interval for Additional Species and in 

the ‘Before/After Survey Period’ for Primary Species (this will become clear after reading ‘Recording 

Bird Observations’ section).   

 

Before starting the survey, fill in the required site and survey condition information at the top of the 

Bird Survey Form (see page 17 for an example).  Much of this information (observer identification, study 

site, station, cloud cover, and precipitation) can be filled out immediately following the approach scan.  

Temperature, wind speed, wind direction, and background noise should only be recorded once at the 

survey station. 

 

Upon arrival at the survey station, immediately set up the broadcast unit.  Speakers of the broadcast unit 

should be positioned at ~ 1m height and directed toward the centre of the marsh.  We recommend fixing 

the speakers to a tripod or other stable object in advance to prevent them from moving during the surveys.  

After doing so, record remaining survey condition information, record the start time (24-hour clock), and 

begin the survey.  The idea is to arrive at the station and begin the survey as soon as possible (i.e. within 3 

minutes).  Upon completion of the survey and before leaving the station, make a final check of the Bird 

Survey Form to ensure that it is complete and that no personal items have been dropped.   

 

Recording Site and Survey Condition Information 

Cloud cover is estimated as covering 10
ths

 of the sky.  For example, if no clouds are present, a ‘0’ is 

recorded; for a fully overcast sky, record ‘10’.   

 

Temperature is recorded in degrees Celsius.  We recommend carrying a small, inexpensive thermometer 

(be sure to allow sufficient time for the thermometer to adjust to outside conditions); if no thermometer is 

available, an estimate of temperature will suffice – just be sure to indicate on the data sheet that an 

estimate was made.   

 

Precipitation is recorded on a scale from 0 to 3; ‘0’ indicating no precipitation, ‘1’ indicating damp or 

foggy conditions, ‘2’ indicating a light drizzle, and ‘3’ indicating consistent rain.  This information is 

included in Appendix 2 and on the Bird Survey Reference Card included in this kit.  Note that a survey 
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should not be initiated when the precipitation code is 2 or 3.  If however, conditions change during the 

survey, precipitation codes allow us to track these changes.      

 

Wind speed is estimated using the Beaufort Scale which is explained in Appendix 3 and on the Bird 

Survey Reference Card.  Wind direction is approximated on the 16-point compass (e.g. N, NNW, NW, 

etc.) and is referenced in terms of its originating direction (not the direction it is travelling).  

 

Finally, at each station, please indicate the level of background noise by using the categories and codes 

provided in Appendix 4 and on the Bird Survey Reference Card. 

 

Recording Bird Observations   

While we encourage that survey participants bring a partner while they conduct their route, it is 

important that only one person conduct the survey.  The chance of detecting all birds at a station is never 

100%, even for the most experienced birder; therefore bird counts from PPMMP surveys are corrected for 

this imperfect detection to better estimate the actual number of birds present.  This ‘correction factor’ is 

based on average detection probabilities from a single observer.  If more than one observer contributes to 

a survey, the results of the survey would be biased (this is another reason that survey protocols are 

standardized).  

 

Be sure to record each individual bird in only one of the four categories: ‘Primary Species’, ‘Additional 

Species’, ‘Additional Species - Aerial Foragers’, or ‘Additional Species - Outside/Fly-throughs’.  In 

descending order, our priorities are Primary Species, Additional Species and Aerial Foragers occurring in 

the marsh survey station area (i.e. within 100m of the station), and then outside observations and fly-

throughs.  When encountering many birds simultaneously, always record the higher priority birds 

first. 

 

Young may be observed in the later stages of the survey season.  Counts of young of Primary Species can 

be entered in the ‘Comments’ section of the Primary Species table; young of Additional Species are also 

counted and are simply recorded alongside the row corresponding to that species of the Additional 

Species table (see the sample survey, page 17, for an example).    

 

Both male and female birds are documented during the MMP survey, with two exceptions: the Red-

winged Blackbird and Yellow-headed Blackbird.  Record only the males; both species are polygamous 
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(one male forms pair bonds with several different females) and experience has shown that there are often 

too many females to accurately track. 

 

 The 15-minute MMP marsh bird survey is divided in three 5-minute components: a 5-minute passive 

(silent) observation period, a 5-minute call-broadcast period, and a final 5-minute passive observation 

period.  A double-tone will mark the start and end of the 15-minute survey.  A recorded voice announces 

each 1-minute interval during the first passive observation period.  Species’ calls denote the start of each 

1-minute broadcast interval.  A single tone will mark the start of the final 5-minute passive period. 

 

As mentioned, the manor of recording detections of species depends on the species’ designation as either 

Primary Species or Additional Species.  Some species are inherently more difficult to count than others 

because they are elusive, cryptic, or vocalize infrequently (e.g. rails, bitterns, some grebes); these species 

are termed Primary Species because an intensive form of tabulation is used to record observation of them 

(described below).  Additional species are tabulated in a less intensive manor.    

 

Primary Species: 

The PPMMP considers 10 species as Primary Species (Table 1).  While only 5 of these species are 

included on the call-broadcast on the Broadcast CD, all Primary Species are recorded in the same, 

minute-by-minute fashion.  As indicated by the heading ‘Primary Species’, this part of the Bird Survey 

Form is used to document all detections of these species.  For Primary Species, a separate row is used to 

record each individual of each species that is detected (i.e. seen or heard) during the 15-minute survey.  

At first notice of each newly-detected individual, a new row is designated by entering the species code in 

the column on the far left of the form (for each species, species codes are given on the Bird Survey 

Reference Card).  Use of species codes allows for the survey to be conducted more efficiently by 

minimizing the time spent writing and maximizing time observing; however, if unsure of the correct code 

for a species, just write the common name and continue with the survey. 

 

The observation of a given individual Primary Species is then documented in the appropriate observation 

interval column along the same row.  The type of detection (i.e. aural or visual) made for each individual 

of the Primary Species is indicated in that observation interval by circling the ‘A’ for aural detections (i.e. 

those made by ear), or by circling ‘V’ for visual detections.  If an individual is detected by both sight and 

sound during the same observation interval, then both ‘A’ and ‘V’ are circled.  Subsequent detections of 

the same individual are to be documented throughout the remainder of the survey by marking the 

appropriate column(s) that correspond to the observation interval(s) in which the bird was detected.  All 
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detections of Primary Species in the first 10-minutes of the survey are recorded on a minute-by-minute 

basis.  All detections occurring in the last 5-minutes of the survey are condensed and entered in the single 

column that corresponds to this segment of the survey (i.e. the final 5-minute interval is not divided into 

1-minute segments). 

 

Unlike Additional Species (which are only recorded if they are determined to be within 100m of the 

station), Primary Species are recorded regardless of their distance.  However, because our ability to detect 

birds will generally decrease with distance, it is important that we categorize the bird’s distance from the 

station.  The distance of a Primary Species is recorded within one of three distance categories: within 50m 

of the station, between 50-100m of the station, or greater than 100m from the station (these categories are 

indicated in separate columns on the Bird Survey Form).  We encourage participants to map the location 

of individual on the station map in the lower right corner of the Bird Survey Form; this is beneficial in 

helping observers keep track of individual birds.  Movements of individuals during the survey period can 

be tracked on the map by using an arrow to indicate movement to a new position. 

           

 Detections of Primary Species that occur before or after the 15-minute survey can be noted in the 

‘Before/After Survey Period’ column.  Likewise, indicate if the detection was aural, visual, or both.  

Detections of Primary Species while traveling between survey stations are not to be included in this 

column, but they can be noted in the ‘Comments’ column of the survey form. 

 

Table 1. Species name and codes (in brackets) of ‘Primary Species’ for Prairie and Parkland Marsh 

Monitoring surveys. 

American Bittern (AMBI) Eared Grebe (EAGR) 

Least Bittern (LEBI) Horned Grebe (HOGR) 

Sora (SORA) Pied-billed Grebe (PBGR) 

Virginia Rail (VIRA) Red-necked Grebe (RNGR) 

Yellow Rail (YERA) Nelson's Sharp-tailed Sparrow (NSTS) 

 

Additional Species: 

In the PPMMP Bird Survey Protocol, any species not listed as a Primary Species is considered an 

Additional Species.  The list of Additional Species (shown in Table 2) are those species that all 

participants are expected to be able to correctly identify by sight and sound; however, beyond this list, 

volunteers are encouraged to write down other species that they can correctly identify.  The Bird Survey 

Reference Card has species codes of all required Additional Species, as well as codes of other Additional 

Species that are commonly encountered during the surveys.   
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As mentioned, Additional Species are recorded only if they are judged to be within a 100m of the survey 

station.  A maximum count of each Additional Species is recorded within each of the three 5-minute 

survey intervals; these are recorded in the table headed ‘Additional Species’.  Note that in instances 

where precise counts are not possible (e.g. too many individuals are present or when movement of 

individuals preclude and accurate count), make a conservative approximation.   

 

 

 

Additional Species - Aerial Foragers and Outside/Fly-throughs: 

Two extra columns are included in the Additional Species table: an Aerial Forager (AF) column and an 

Outside/Fly-through column (O/F).  Aerial Foragers are birds that are actively foraging within a 100m of 

the station.  Actively foraging birds are usually seen flying over the station, picking insects from the air or 

occasionally diving to the water’s surface, as opposed to birds simply flying through the area without 

using the habitat in any perceivable way (Outside/Fly-throughs).  Indicate Aerial Foragers by simply 

making a check in the AF column corresponding to that species’ row.  Note that not all individuals of an 

Additional Species need to be foraging to designate the species as an Aerial Forager.    

 

Outside/Fly-throughs are individuals that are detected within any distance of the survey station, but do 

not use the survey area in any discernible way.  Outside/Fly-throughs are only recorded if they have not 

otherwise been documented in the survey.  This type of information will help to determine 

presence/absence of bird species that occur within the landscape.  For these species, it is not necessary to 

count individuals, simply indicate their presence by recording the species code in the Additional Species 

table and by make a check in the O/F column.     

 

 

 

 

Ducks 

Ducks are considered Additional Species; however, we require that both drakes (males) and hens 

(females) be identified and counted separately in each of the 5-minute survey intervals.  When 

entering these data into the Additional Species table, use only one row for each species, and include 

counts of both drakes and hens in each interval.  For example, if 5 drakes and 3 hens are counted in 

the first 5-minute survey interval, write 5D/3H (‘D’ indicating drakes; ‘H’ denoting hens).  We 

realize that at some marshes, counting both drakes and hens will keep participants very busy.  In 

these situations, it is acceptable to count ducks in just one of the 5-minute intervals.   
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Table 2. Species name and code (in brackets) of ‘Additional Species’ for Prairie and Parkland 

Marsh Monitoring surveys.  It is compulsory that survey participants are able correctly identify 

these species.   

Herons and Allies Coots 

Black-crowned Night Heron (BCNH) American Coot (AMCO) 

Great Blue Heron (GBHE) Grebes 

Green Heron (GRHE) Clark’s Grebe (CLGR) 

White-faced Ibis (WFIB) Western Grebe (WEGR) 

Gulls, Terns, and Shorebirds Waterfowl 

Bonaparte’s Gull (BOGU) American Widgeon (AMWI) 

California Gull (CAGU) Blue-winged Teal (BWTE) 

Franklin’s Gull (FRGU) Cinnamon Teal (CITE) 

Ring-billed Gull (RBGU) Green-winged Teal (GWTE) 

Black Tern (BLTE) Gadwall (GADW) 

Caspian Tern (CATE) Mallard (MALL) 

Common Tern (COTE) Northern Pintail (NOPI) 

Forster’s Tern (FOTE) Northern Shoveler (NSHO) 

Wilson’s Phalarope (WIPH) Canvasback (CANV) 

Wilson’s Snipe (WISN) Lesser Scaup (LESC) 

Passerines Redhead (REDH) 

Red-winged Blackbird (RWBL) Ring-necked Duck (RNDU) 

Yellow-headed Blackbird (YHBL) Bufflehead (BUFF) 

Sprague’s Pipit (SPPI) Common Goldeneye (COGO) 

Baird’s Sparrow (BAIS) Ruddy Duck (RUDU) 

Brewer’s Sparrow (BRSP) Wood Duck (WODU) 

Clay-colored Sparrow (CCSP) Canada Goose (CAGO) 

Le Conte’s Sparrow (LCSP) Loons 

Lincoln’s Sparrow (LISP) Common Loon (COLO) 

Savannah Sparrow (SAVS) Pelicans 

Song Sparrow (SOSP) American White Pelican (AWPE) 

Swamp Sparrow (SWSP) Cormorants 

Vesper Sparrow Double-crested Cormorant  (DCCO) 

Common Yellowthroat (COYE) Cranes 

Marsh Wren (MAWR) Sandhill Crane (SACR) 

Sedge Wren (SEWR) Whooping Crane (WHCR) 

 

Sample Bird Survey 

In order to facilitate understanding how to record and map observations, a sample survey has been 

provided.  The sample Bird Survey Form (page 17) demonstrates how the following examples would be 

recorded and should be referred to as you read through the examples given below.  Now, sit back and 

imagine that you’re approaching Station A on your route... 
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As the first survey station comes into view, you stop approximately 40m before the station to scan for 

grebes, ducks, and other birds that might flush or go into hiding as you approach.  A pair of Horned 

Grebes is visible.  In the Primary Species table on the Bird Survey Form, each individual of the pair is 

recorded in separate rows by writing ‘HOGR’ in the species code column and it is indicated that they 

were observed in the ‘Before/After Survey Period’.  Because they were seen, but not heard, the ‘V’ is 

circled to denote that the detection type was a visual detection.  It is estimated that this pair is between 50-

100m from to the station, so a check is made in the ’Between 50-100m’ column.  The grebe’s position 

relative to the station is also documented on the map in the lower right of the form so they are not 

confused with other birds that might be observed.  In the ‘Comments’ section of the table, it is indicated 

that you believe these individuals to be paired. 

 

Before completing the approach scan, one Great Blue Heron and three Blue-winged Teals (two drakes 

and one hen) are seen.  These observations are recorded in the Additional Species table, again by writing 

the appropriate species code and the number of individuals counted for each species (recall that for ducks, 

we count both drakes and hens).  Although the survey hasn’t yet started, these observations are recorded 

in the ‘min. 0-5’ column because, without your presence, these birds would likely remain in the sample 

area.  After you’ve recorded all birds that were detected in the approach scan but before you walk to the 

station, you fill out some of the Site and Survey Condition Information at the top of the Bird Survey 

Form, including the observer, study site, station, and the date.  Before you reach the station you are also 

able to indicate both the cloud cover and precipitation code.  Cloud cover is estimated to be five tenths, 

and ‘5’ is written in the Cloud Cover box.  No precipitation exists and this is denoted with a ‘0’ in the 

Precipitation Code box. 

 

You now proceed to the station.  As you do, the Great Blue Heron and the two drake Blue-winged Teal 

fly away.  When you reach the station, you immediately set up the broadcast unit and prompt the CD 

player (or MP3 player) to play at the touch of a button.  You bring out your thermometer and allow it a 

minute to calibrate to outside conditions.  In the meantime, you estimate wind speed on the Beaufort 

scale; you can feel the wind on your face but its’ strength is not enough to move small twigs or leaves, 

suggesting a wind speed of approximately 6-11 km/h.  Therefore a Beaufort code of ‘2’ is recorded.  The 

wind is coming from the southwest, so ‘SW’ is written in the Wind Direction box.  After taking a moment 

to observe the station and surroundings, you decide to assign a background noise code of ‘1’.  The 

thermometer has had enough time to adjust, and a temperature of 11˚C is recorded in the Temperature 

box.  Ready to begin the survey, you check your watch and record a start time of 06:15 and press ‘play’ 

on the CD player. 
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As the 5-minute pre-broadcast passive period begins, you quietly listen and scan the marsh for any bird 

activity.  You are quickly rewarded as a Pied-billed Grebe swims into view during in the first minute that 

you are listing.  You proceed to write ‘PBGR’ on a new line in the Primary Species table, and signify the 

detection as a visual one by circling ‘V’ in the ‘Pass. min. 0-1’ column.  As this individual is within 50m 

of the station, a check is made in the ‘Within 50m’ column.  Last, you record the bird’s position on the 

map.  In this first minute, the Horned Grebes are still within view, but are moving to your right.  You 

again circle ‘V’ in both rows that correspond to these individuals, and signify their movement with an 

arrow leading away from where they were first detected. 

 

Although focusing on detecting Primary marsh species, you notice two Red-winged Blackbird males 

(recall that Red-winged Blackbird and Yellow-headed Blackbird females are not counted).  ‘RWBL’ is 

added in a new row of the Additional Species table and a count of ‘2’ is noted in the ‘min. 0-5’ column. 

 

There is one lone Tree Swallow foraging within the 100m station area.  As it circles and catches insects 

out of the air you document its species code, number, and make a check in the Aerial Forager (AF) 

column.   

 

Soon after, a voice on the CD says ‘two’ to mark the start of the second minute of the survey.  The 

Horned Grebes have rounded a corner and are out of view.  However the Pied-billed Grebe is still visible 

and is now calling.  You denote that this individual has been detected both aurally and visually by circling 

‘A’ and ‘V’ in the ‘Pass. min. 1-2’ column of the Primary Species table.  Before the end of this interval, 

the Pied-billed Grebe dives and is not seen again. 

 

You hear a Song Sparrow calling about 50m away, and record ‘SOSP’ and the count of ‘1’ in the 

Additional Species table. 

 

As time continues, no additional species are heard or seen until after you hear a voice say ‘five’ for the 

pre-broadcast passive period minute 4-5.  Halfway through this minute the call of an American Bittern is 

heard off in the distance.  In the Primary Species table you write ‘AMBI’ in a new row and circle the ‘A’ 

under the column ‘Pass. min. 4-5’.  You estimate the bittern is beyond 100m, so you make a check in the 

‘Greater than 100m’ column.  Finally, you record its approximate position relative to the station on the 

map. 
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The broadcasted call of the Sora marks the end of the first 5-minute survey interval and the start of the 5-

minute call-broadcast period.   

 

Following the Sora call-broadcast, you immediately hear a response from a Virginia Rail only a few 

metres away from you.  You write ‘VIRA’ in a new row, circle the ‘A’ for the aural detection in the 

‘PCB1 min. 5-6’ column, make a check in the ‘Within 50m’ column, and mark its position on the map. 

The same Horned Grebes that you recorded earlier reappear.  In the ‘PCB1 min. 5-6’ column, you circle 

‘V’ in the rows that correspond to each Horned Grebe.   

 

You notice four Tree Swallows in your sample area.  Because you are now in the second of the three 5-

minute survey intervals, you enter this count in the ‘min. 5-10’ column in the ‘TRES’ row of the 

Additional Species table.  

 

The two Red-winged Blackbird males and the lone Blue-winged Teal hen are still clearly visible in the 

sample area.  You update these counts in the ‘min. 5-10’ column. 

 

Five young American Coots, accompanied by two adults, emerge from the vegetation.  You record the 

two adults in the Additional Species table.  Next to this new row, you write that they had five young.   

 

Two Black Terns are seen circling over an area of marsh to your right, beyond 100m of you.  You record 

the species code in the Additional Species table and make a check in the Outside/Fly-through (O/F) 

column but do not record the number of individuals. 

 

A male Mallard flies overhead high over the marsh.  You record ‘MALL’ as an Additional Species and 

mark the Outside/Fly-through column.  Just then, the same Mallard circles around, flies in, and lands in 

the sample area.  You strike out your Outside/Fly-through record and add a count of ‘1D’ to the ‘min. 5-

10’ column.   

 

A female Gadwall flushes from within the sample area and flies away.  You add ‘GADW’ to the 

Additional Species table, with a count of ‘1H’ in the ‘min. 5-10’ column. 

 

After the 30 seconds of silence following the final call-broadcast, you hear a single tone from the CD 

player marking the end of the call-broadcast period and the beginning of the final 5-minute passive 

period. 
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Behind you, you hear the faint but distinct call of a Nelson’s Sharp-tailed Sparrow.  You add this 

detection in a new row in the Primary Species table and indicate the detection type in the ‘Pass. min. 10-

15’ column.  You estimate the individual’s position to be within 50m, and you denote this in the ‘Within 

50m’ column and also on the map.  

 

You again observe the two Red-winged Blackbird males and add this count to the ‘min. 10-15’ column of 

the Additional Species table.  Shortly after, you notice that there are now three males present, and you 

update this count by crossing out the ‘2’ and replace it with ‘3’. 

 

You hear a double-tone from the CD player, signalling the end of your survey at this station.  You quickly 

compare your species codes with the Bird Survey Reference Card to ensure that they are correct.  You 

review the remainder of the form to make sure that all the information is filled out and that it is correct.  

You then pack up your equipment, carefully ensuring nothing is missed, and move to your next station. 
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MARSH HABITAT DESCRIPTION 

 

Completion of the habitat description is entirely optional.  For surveyors not comfortable with plant 

identification skills, participation in this part of the MMP is not required. 

 

Habitat associations for many species of wetland birds are not well-known.  A good understanding of 

these relationships is essential to designing effective wetland management and conservation practices.  

When combined with information on trends in species occurrence or abundance, data on vegetation and 

other wetland characteristics help to identify those wetland habitats most at risk of losing their ability to 

support marsh birds.  Marsh habitats are noted for changing in response to fluctuations in water levels, 

nutrient availability, and other factors; this is particularly true of marshes in the prairie and parkland 

region.  It is therefore necessary that habitat descriptions are conducted each year to assess changes to the 

bird community related to changes in marsh habitat.  

 

Completing the Habitat Description Form 

The form is quite simple and takes only a few minutes to complete (a sample Habitat Description Form 

has been provided on page 20).  Habitat surveys are best conducted in early July, when plants can be 

readily identified, but before they grow so tall that they restrict visibility.   

 

Habitat features at each survey station are evaluated and are recorded on the Habitat Description Form.  

Habitat descriptions are limited to the area within a 100m radius around the station.  In the event that 

more than one wetland occurs within the 100m radius, habitat descriptions are restricted to the wetland 

nearest the station (i.e. the marsh on which bird surveys have been focused).  The Habitat Description 

Form is divided into three sections (A-C), each described below.  In addition to these sections, sketch a 

map in the lower right corner of the form to delineate major habitat types and patches of emergent 

vegetation within the wetland basin. 

 

Site Information 

The top portion if the Habitat Description Form identifies the date the description is conducted, the Study 

Site, Station, and Observer.  This information should be filled out for each station, each year. 
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The Sketch Map  

On the bottom right of the Habitat Description Form, sketch the major habitat features within the 100m 

radius circle area.  Record the compass direction in the small box on the map (e.g. ‘NNE’).  Information 

on sketch map will help quantify some of the attributes called for on the rest of the form.  It will also help 

determine the habitat structure.  The location of survey station in relation to specific landmarks can also 

be recorded on the map. 

 

Sections A-C 

A. Major Wetland Habitats within the Station Radius - Percentages of major habitats occurring 

in the wetland basin are visually estimated within the 100m station radius and are recorded in 

Section A.  Major habitat types include: herbaceous emergent vegetation cover, patches of open 

water, exposed substrate (mud/sand/rock), trees, and shrubs.  These categories are given on the 

Habitat Description Form.  The sum of all wetland habitats in this section should total 100%. 

What is ‘open water’?  Because we’re most interested in how water adds to the structural mosaic of the 

habitat, we define ‘open water’ as including any patch of water that is at least the size of a standard sheet 

of plywood (4 x 8 feet).  Open water supports little if any emergent vegetation, but it can have floating 

plants and algae.  As a rule of thumb, if a small canoe can float in it, then it is probably ‘open water’. 

B. Proportion of Open Water Covered by Floating Plants - The leaves of floating plants float on 

the water surface.  These species may be rooted in the marsh bottom or may be free-floating.  

Certain floating plant species can act as indicators of wetland depth, nutrient richness, or water 

chemistry.  The percentage of the open water portion of the marsh that is covered by each 

dominant floating plant species are documented in Section B.  First, estimate the percentage of 

the open water portion of the marsh that is covered by all floating plants, and then estimate the 

breakdown of that percentage of each major floating plant species.  For example, if 20% of the 

open water is covered, then 15% may be covered by duckweed and 5% covered by pondlily.  

Common floating plant species of the region are listed on the Habitat Description Form, but if 

other dominant species occur, they should be identified and recorded in one of the ‘other’ boxes 

of this section.  The percentages of each dominant floating plant species must sum the total 

floating  

C. Dominant Herbaceous Emergent Vegetation - Herbaceous emergent plants are non-woody 

species that are rooted in the marsh bottom, but rise up and out of the water (but note that many 

of these species may persist in areas of the marsh basin after water has receded).  The 
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composition of the emergent plant community is likely to affect presence of some marsh birds.  

Like floating plants, emergent vegetation can give some indication of habitat conditions at a 

wetland.  Percentages of dominant herbaceous emergent plant species, relative to the overall 

emergent vegetation cover, are recorded in Section C.  ‘Dominant’ emergents are those that 

comprise at least 10% of the total emergent cover.  Because we are only including species whose 

cover is at least 10% of the total emergent cover, percentages recorded here will not necessarily 

sum to 100%.  Common emergent plants are included on the Habitat Description Form, but other 

dominant species not listed on the form should be documented in the ‘other’ boxes. 
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APPENDIX 1: Safety First! 

 

The survey should be an enjoyable and safe experience.  Ultimately, safety is your responsibility, and if 

you are ever concerned about your safety during a survey, don’t conduct the survey!  Keep the following 

guidelines in mind. 

 

General Survey Safety: 

Carry a flashlight, whistle, cell phone, and spare batteries. 

Arrange a designated check-in time with a friend or relative. 

Make sure the site is accessible in low light conditions. 

 

Road Survey Sites: 

Wear bright or reflective clothing. 

Be aware of traffic. 

Park safely off of the road. 

Follow all traffic laws. 

 

BRING A PARTNER and IF IN DOUBT, DON’T SURVEY!
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APPENDIX 2: Precipitation Codes 

Precipitation Codes 

Precipitation Code Description 

0 None 

1 Damp/Moist/Fog 

2 Drizzle 

3 Rain 

*Shading indicates unacceptable precipitation levels to initiate bird surveys. 

 

APPENDIX 3: The Beaufort Wind Scale 

Beaufort Wind Scale* 

Beaufort 

Number 
Description 

Wind Speed 

(km/h) 
Effects 

0 Calm < 1 Air calm, smoke rises vertically 

1 Light Air 1-5 Light air movement, smoke drifts 

2 Light Breeze 6-11 Wind felt on face, leaves rustle 

3 Gentle Breeze 12-19 Leaves and small twigs in continual motion, wind extends light flags 

4 Moderate Breeze 20-29 Wind raises dust, loose paper, moves small branches 

5 Fresh Breeze 30-39 Small trees begin to sway, white crested wavelets form on inland waters 

6 Strong Breeze 40-49 Large branches in motion, telephone wires ‘whistle’ 

*Shading indicates unacceptable wind strengths for bird surveys. 

 

APPENDIX 4: Background Noise Codes 

Background Noise Codes 

Noise Code Description 

0 No appreciable effect (e.g. owl calling) 

1 Slightly affecting sampling (e.g. distant traffic, dog barking, car passing) 

2 Moderately affecting sampling (e.g. distant traffic, 2-5 cars passing) 

3 Seriously affecting sampling (e.g. continuous traffic  nearby, 6-10 cars passing, farm equipment operating nearby) 

4 Profoundly affecting sampling (e.g. continuous traffic passing, construction noise) 
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APPENDIX 5: Basic Operation and Care of Equipment  

General Care and Maintenance: 

The equipment required and recommended for PPMMP surveys can be costly.  Proper care of binoculars, 

Global Positioning Systems (GPS), broadcast equipment, and other gear can minimize the potential 

headache that come from lost, damaged, or malfunctioning items and helps to ensure that the survey 

experience is a positive one.  Simple steps such as knowing where equipment is at all times, regularly 

cleaning equipment, transporting and handling equipment in a consciences manner and learning how to 

operate equipment properly will help ensure that equipment loss or damage is kept to a minimum.   

Below are basic operating instructions for Global Positioning System (GPS) and broadcast unit speakers 

used by staff of the PPMMP.  While participant’s equipment may differ, basic instructions described 

below may be of some use when operating personal equipment.   

Global Positioning System (GPS): Garmin eTrex Legend 

 

The GPS is turned on and off by firmly pressing the power button located on the right side of the unit.  

Once powered on, the Satellite Page displays satellite acquisition and coverage at the current location.  

Allow enough time (2 to 5 minutes) for the unit to acquire adequate satellite reception.  Coordinates and 

accuracy (e.g. ± 8m or ± 24ft) of the current location will be displayed at the top of the screen once the 

unit has acquired sufficient satellite coverage (Note: an accuracy of approximately 4m or less is desired in 

the immediate vicinity of survey station, although navigation between survey stations requires less 

accuracy). 

Viewing the Main Pages: Five main pages are displayed with the eTrex Legend:  

The Satellite Page – displayed upon power on, provides reference for satellites coverage 

Trip Computer Page – provides trip and navigation data 

PAGE DISPLAY 

POWER 

PAGE 

TOGGLE 

FIND 

IN 

OUT 
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Map Page – displays a map and references the user’s movements  

Navigation Page – provides straight-line guidance to the destination 

Main Menu Page – directory of advanced features and settings  

The PAGE button (the upper button located on the right side of the unit) is used to scroll through the main 

pages.     

Coordinate System, Datum, and Units of Measurement: The MMP uses the Universal Transverse 

Mercator coordinate system and the North American Datum of 1983 (NAD83) for marking and saving 

geographic information (waypoints, tracks, etc).  To ensure that the GPS unit complies with these 

settings, press the PAGE button until you reach the Main Menu Page.  Use the TOGGLE button (located 

on the front of the unit) to navigate (by pushing the TOGGLE button in the desired direction) to the Setup 

option, and press the TOGGLE button down to open the Setup Page.  Once at the Setup Page, use the 

TOGGLE button to navigate to and open the Units Page.  With the Position Format option highlighted, 

press down on the TOGGLE button to access the dropdown menu displaying available formats.  Use the 

TOGGLE button to reach UTM UPS format, and press down on the TOGGLE button to select it.  

Similarly, use the TOGGLE button to select the NAD83 Map Datum.  We recommend that the 

Distance/Speed be set to the Metric format, although this is up to the user’s personal preference.  Once the 

coordinate system, datum, and measurement units have been set, the PAGE button is used to return to the 

Main Menu Page.    

Navigating to a Saved Waypoint: Locations of all survey stations are saved as waypoints and stored in the 

memory of the GPS.  To navigate to a specific waypoint, use the PAGE button to navigate to the Main 

Menu and select FIND. With the Waypoints option highlighted, press down on the TOGGLE button.  

There is an option to display waypoints ordered by the ‘Nearest’ waypoints to the location or ‘By Name’. 

Select the preferred option using the TOGGLE button.  When searching for waypoints on a survey route, 

the ‘Nearest’ option is usually the best. The TOGGLE button can be used to scroll through the saved 

waypoints. Once the desired waypoint is found, press down on the TOGGLE button to select it. The 

Waypoint Page will be displayed, showing the selected waypoint’s coordinates and its distance and 

orientation relative to the current position. Select the Go To function to navigate to the point. Upon 

selection of the Go To function, the Navigation Page will be displayed and an arrow depicting the 

necessary straight-line direction of travel to reach the waypoint; distance to the waypoint and estimated 

time of arrival are displayed.   

To cease GPS navigation to a selected waypoint (e.g. the waypoint has been reached or it is desired to 

select a different point), navigation can be stopped by highlighting the on-screen Options Menu button at 

the top right of the Navigation of Map Page and press in on the TOGGLE button.  Select ‘Stop 

Navigation’ with the TOGGLE button.  

Creating a New Waypoint: Before establishing a new waypoint, ensure that satellite coverage is 

sufficiently accurate (within ± 3m).  To create a new waypoint, navigate to the Main Menu page and 

select MARK to open the Mark Waypoint Page. The current location is displayed and will be saved with 

the new waypoint unless the coordinates are altered.  New waypoints are automatically assigned a 

numerical descriptor, but these are expected to be renamed. Use the arrow keys to navigate to the top 
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name box, press down on the TOGGLE button, and use the letters, numbers, and symbols to rename the 

waypoint as desired, and select OK to return to the Waypoint Page. The details in the Note box and 

coordinates in the Location box can be modified in a similar manner. It is suggested that survey 

participants create a new waypoint as they leave their vehicle to start their route; this safety measure will 

ensure that participants know where the vehicle at all times and will help to determine the best route back 

upon completion of the route.            

Care: Please take extra care to make sure the GPS stays dry and that the screen does not get scratched.  

Buttons on the GPS can sometimes temporarily stick. If this occurs, press the button firmly with the pad 

of your fingertip and it should work properly (if this continues to be a problem, bring it to the attention of 

the volunteer coordinator).  Please refrain from using any other implements (e.g. pen, pencil, stick, etc.) to 

operate the buttons; using a hard-tipped implement to operate button will cause damage.  

Broadcast Unit: Portable Speaker System (Radioshack model no. 40-1441 or Nexxtech model no. 

4013249) 

Speakers are simply operated by turning on the power switch, increasing the volume to its highest setting, 

and plugging the auxiliary cable into the audio player (portable MP3 or CD player).  Power is supplied by 

three AA batteries.  Ensure that these batteries are replaced regularly (approximately once every month) 

as sound quality and volume is significantly affected by low batteries.    
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Returning Your Data to Bird Studies Canada 

 

You should return all original copies of your MMP data (bird survey and habitat description 

forms) in a single package by July 31
st
 of the survey year.  It is very important that you keep a 

photocopy of all of your forms for your future reference and to guard against them getting lost in the mail.  

Original forms can be sent to: 

 

Bird Studies Canada 

115 Perimeter Road 

Saskatoon, SK, Canada 

S7N 0X4



 

 

SUPPORTERS AND PARTNERS OF THE PRAIRIE & PARKLAND MARSH MONITORING PROGRAM: 

 

 

Alberta Conservation Association 

 

Alberta NAWMP Science Fund 

 

Alberta Sustainable Resource Development 

 

Bird Studies Canada 

 

Ducks Unlimited Canada 

 

Environment Canada/Canadian Wildlife Service 

 

Institute for Wetland and Waterfowl Research 

 

Manitoba Conservation 

 

Manitoba Sustainable Development Innovations Fund 

 

Prairie Habitat Joint Venture 

  

Saskatchewan Watershed Authority 

 

Service Canada 

 

TD Friends of the Environment Foundation 

 

Wildlife Habitat Canada 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

For more information about the Prairie & Parkland Marsh Monitoring Program, visit  

http://www.bsc-eoc.org/volunteer/ppmmp/index.jsp  

or contact: 

Bird Studies Canada, 115 Perimeter Road, Saskatoon, SK, Canada, S7N 0X4 

Phone: (306) 249-2894 Email: prairieprograms@birdscanada.org 


